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Tēnā koutou katoa. Hello everyone. This is a quick overview of how we developed automatic system notices to display on Primo. A link to the code on GitHub is at the end for anyone else who wants to implement or improve on it.



The problem
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Students like to do their assignments at 2am.Librarians like to sometimes get some sleep.Sometimes Primo goes down.This could happen with our old system too but when we migrated to Primo, senior management was particularly sensitive to any perceived risks of moving to the cloud. So they asked us to look into ways to mitigate these risks.



The solution
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Using data from Ex Libris’s system status API, php code on our own server, and a component in the Angular JS package, we can automate a note that displays for users directly in Primo letting them know that the issue is being dealt with and what they can do in the meantime.



Step 1 – System status

http://status.exlibrisgroup.com/ https://status.exlibrisgroup.com/?page_id=5511
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Ex Libris has a public site with up-to-date system status information for all their instances. We know that if a problem is listed here, Ex Libris are working on it and there’s nothing else we need to do.In my first version of WarningNote, I scraped the data directly from the html from this page. It was nasty but it worked. Luckily now Ex Libris have an API for the data that I can access more cleanly.The main thing you need to know is your instance codes (with precise capitalisation and spacing).

http://status.exlibrisgroup.com/
https://status.exlibrisgroup.com/?page_id=5511


Step 2 – Access the API
function getStatus($url,$envs) {

global $use_cached_data, $curlopt_ssl_verifypeer;
if ($use_cached_data == true) {

$result = checkCache($url.$envs);
} else {

$result = false;
}
if (!$result) {

$data = "act=get_status&client=xml&envs=".$envs;
$ch = curl_init($url);
curl_setopt($ch, CURLOPT_RETURNTRANSFER, true);
curl_setopt($ch, CURLOPT_HTTPHEADER, array('Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded'));
curl_setopt($ch, CURLOPT_POST, true);
curl_setopt($ch, CURLOPT_POSTFIELDS, $data);
curl_setopt($ch, CURLOPT_SSL_VERIFYPEER, $curlopt_ssl_verifypeer);
$result = curl_exec($ch);
curl_close($ch);
if (!$result) {

$result = getCache($url.$envs);
} else {

createCache($url.$envs,$result);
}

}
return $result;

}
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This boils down to using CURL to fetch the data, with a couple bells and whistles.The first one is I’ve got some functions that enable caching the data. This is so it doesn’t hit the API every single time someone hits the Primo page. You can disable it if you want.The second one is a toggle to disable or enable verifying the SSL certificates. The default is enabled, but originally our system wasn’t perfectly set up to deal with SSL certificates, so we’ve got the option in there. Technically this is a security risk. In practice in this case it’s a pretty low risk.



Step 3 – Parse the results
$status = simplexml_load_string(getStatus($url,$envs));

foreach($status->instance as $i) {
if ($i->attributes()->service == "Alma") {

$status_A = (array)($i->attributes()->status);
$note_A = preg_replace('/\s/',' ',(string)($i->schedule));

}
if ($i->attributes()->service == "Primo") {

$status_P = (array)($i->attributes()->status);
$note_P = preg_replace('/\s/',' ',(string)($i->schedule));

}
}

$status_A = $status_A[0];
$status_P = $status_P[0];

$pattern = '/(\d*-\w{3}-\d{4} UTC \d*:\d{2}:\d{2})(.*)/';
if (preg_match($pattern,$note_A,$match_A)) {

$note_A = explode('UTC', $match_A[2]);
$note_A = $note_A[count($note_A)-1];
$note_A = $match_A[1]. ' ' . $note_A;
$note_A = strip_tags($note_A);
$note_A = preg_replace('/[^a-zA-Z0-9:.,-]/',' ',$note_A);

}
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Once I got the data I needed to parse it. This isn’t quite as messy now as it was when I was screenscraping but it’s still not pretty.But by the end of it, I get four variables: the status for each of Alma and Primo, and any additional notes for each one. The actual WarningNote system only uses the statuses, but I’ve used the notes in other functions like our public dashboard.



Step 4 – .js.php
status_A = '<? echo $status_A; ?>';
note_A = '<? echo $note_A; ?>';
status_P = '<? echo $status_P; ?>';
note_P = '<? echo $note_P; ?>';

if (status_A == "PERF" || status_A == "ERROR" || status_A == "MAINT") {
theAlert = theAlert + 'Automated note: <strong>' + '<? echo $readable_status[$status_A]; ?>' + '</strong>';
if (status_A == "MAINT") {

theAlert = theAlert + ' in progress';
} else {

theAlert = theAlert + ' detected';
}
theAlert = theAlert + '. Some functions (eg requests, renewals, availability statuses, and/or links to full-text) may be ';
if (status_A == "PERF") {

theAlert = theAlert + 'slow';
} else {

theAlert = theAlert + 'temporarily unavailable';
}

}
if (status_P == "PERF" || status_P == "ERROR" || status_P == "MAINT") {

theAlert = theAlert + 'Automated note: <strong>' + '<? echo $readable_status[$status_P]; ?>' + '</strong>';
if (status_P == "MAINT") {

theAlert = theAlert + ' in progress';
} else {
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Now we’ve got some variables on our server, the next step is to get them to display on Primo. Probably at this point I should use Ajax and/or cross-site scripting, but I never quite got my head around those, so my hack is to use php to create some javascript, and then in Primo we’ll add that javascript to the page. If you want to improve this to use Ajax or similar, I welcome your pull requests!So first I create some javascript variables containing the contents of the PHP variables. Then I try to turn the status data into relatively friendly English explanations.



Step 5 – DOM

function warningNote(warningText) {
var warningPlace = document.getElementsByTagName("prm-search-bar")[0];
var warningNote = document.createElement("div");
warningNote.id = "warningNote";
warningNote.className = "bar alert-bar layout-align-center-center layout-row";
warningNote.innerHTML = warningText;
warningPlace.parentNode.insertBefore(warningNote,warningPlace.nextSibling);

}
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Once we’ve got our warning note we’re going to create an element to hold it – I’m using the classnames associated with the alert bar in Primo, so we can essentially piggyback off the pre-existing CSS. And then we can insert that immediately after the Primo search bar.But wait – all this code is still hosted on our own server. How do we get Primo to see it?



Step 6 – Angular JS
(function () {

"use strict";
'use strict';
var app = angular.module('viewCustom', ['angularLoad']);

/* Begin prmMainMenuAfter */
app.component('prmMainMenuAfter', {

bindings: { parentCtrl: '<' },
controller: function($scope) {

/* Add in Warning Note script */
setTimeout(function() {

var y = document.getElementsByTagName("script")[0];
var z = document.createElement("script");
z.type = "text/javascript";
z.async = true;
z.src = "https://yourdomain.edu/path/to/warningnote/warningnote.js.php"; // your url here!
y.parentNode.insertBefore(z, y);

}, 3000); // add note 3 seconds after main menu loads - modify to suit your environment
/* End Warning Note */

}
});

/* End prmMainMenuAfter */

})();
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This is the custom.js file from the Primo NUI package.In it, we create a component for prmMainMenuAfter. Inside of that, we have a javascript function to add a script to the page, and the source of this script is the path to the file on our server.I also wrap this in a timeout function. This might just be us, but there’s a *lot* of Angular code out there that works perfectly for every other library but the only way we’ve ever made it work for us is to wait for the page to finish loading before trying to run our code.Now I upload this through the Back Office, and…



Live
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Hopefully nothing appears because Primo will be running perfectly with no issues.But if there is an issue, then the alert bar will appear with the appropriate warning.



Bonus
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As a bonus, we can reuse the same code to add the same message to our library homepage, before users even reach Primo.



Config
<?php
$alma = ""; // eg "Alma AP01";
$primo = ""; // eg "Primo MT APAC01";
$use_cached_data = true;
$cache_folder = 'cache/';
$cache_seconds = 1 * 60;
$manual_note = "warningnote.txt";

$curlopt_ssl_verifypeer = true;

$readable_status = array(
'OK' => 'Operating normally',
'PERF' => 'Performance issues',
'ERROR' => 'Service disruption',
'MAINT' => 'Scheduled maintenance',
'SERVICE' => 'Operating normally but note: ',

);

$auto_apology = "Full service will be restored as soon as possible. In the meantime you may wish to search directly through our databases. 
We apologise for the inconvenience."; //remember to escape any double-quotes eg \"
?>
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Now for anyone who wants to do the same it’s a lot simpler because I’ve already written the code. You just need to download it from GitHub and check your settings.Most important is the code for your Alma and/or Primo instance.The rest of the settings should work as the defaults, but you can change them if you need or want to – for example, if you want a shorter or longer cache time, or none at all; if you don’t want to check SSL certificates; or if you want to chance some of the default language. 



Test page
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While I was checking the code for robustness I also ended up writing a setup check page, inspired by hearing the phrase “unit testing” one time and just kind of taking a guess at what that means. This is a page you can run in your web browser to check your settings are right – if anything’s not optimal it will suggest a solution.



Lincoln University   |   www.lincoln.ac.nz

Code: https://github.com/LincolnUniLTL/warningnote
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And the code is online in our GitHub repository.
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